This paper describes a study on individual prediction of reliability of electric parts by using neuro-fuzzy network. In general, mean time to failure(MTTF) and mean time between failure (MTBF) in reliability test indicate the average property of tested parts or materials. In this situation, only average information on their reliability can be revealed. However, if we able to know when the each part will be broken, more efficient maintenance can be performed. Thus, we aim to establish a method for failure prediction of individual parts by using soft-computing paradigm. In this paper, carbon filmed registors are adopted and their failures are individually predicted by using neuro-fuzzy network. According to the time series of the measured value of the registors in the reliability test, we attempt to make prediction for the failures of each registor in order to establish a convinient method for quality control and maintenance. This paper describes some experimental results of reliability prediction using neuro-fuzzy network and comparative study on accuracy between conventional auto regressive model and the neuro-fuzzy network. We first discuss some essential issues to be considered in reliability problems and soft-computing techniques. Then, it is shown that the proposed method is better than conventional methods about performance for estimating the failure of individual registors.
